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Abstract—In this paper, a self-mixing interferometry sensor has
been used as a proximity probe to measure possible runout in per-
manent magnet synchronous motors, for fault diagnosis. A general
procedure for the measurement of the 2-D trajectory of the motor
shaft is described in detail, including procedures for the charac-
terization of the uncertainty due to the shape of the shaft, and the
management of speckle noise. The performance of the proposed
sensor has been compared to that of a commercial Polytec laser vi-
brometer, for validation purposes. Results show inaccuracies in the
order of ±6 μm, which agree well with the measured uncertainty
introduced by shaft surface imperfections.

Index Terms—Feedback interferometry, motor shaft displace-
ment, optical probe, permanent magnet synchronous motors
(PMSMs), runout tracking, self-mixing, shaft proximity probe.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ERMANENT magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are
becoming increasingly popular in high-performance appli-

cations, raising attention toward the corresponding condition
monitoring and fault detection procedures. Static and dynamic
misalignment of the motor shaft is a common origin of mechan-
ical seal failure in PMSMs.

Several types of displacement or vibration sensors may be
used as proximity probes to measure the shaft runout. The main
families of sensors are eddy current probes, capacitive probes,
linear variable differential transformer probes (LVDT), and laser
Doppler velocimeters (LDV) [1]–[4]. Eddy current methods are
practical, but the presence of metallurgical irregularities in the
shaft can add high levels of noise in the results of the measure-
ments, with the corresponding loss of accuracy [2]. Capacitive
sensors are not limited by such an issue, but they need to be
placed fairly close to the shaft (typically at distances of a few
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millimeters), which is not practical for in situ measurements.
LVDT probes are contact methods limited in its sensing speed
by the inertia of the moving tip, which in addition is subjected to
wear and warm up, and to damage by surface irregularities. As
a noncontact technique operative at a distance from the shaft,
LDV avoids all these inconveniences, but it may suffer from
speckle noise and is a quite expensive equipment [5].

In this paper, we propose a self-mixing interferometry (SMI)
probe, which is a particular arrangement of laser vibrome-
try [6] specially suited to harsh measurement conditions. The
self-mixing phenomenon has been studied in depth in the last
decades and shown to perform nicely as a noninvasive sen-
sor for displacement, vibration, distance, and velocity measure-
ments [7]–[10].

In SMI we take an advantage of the portion of the emitted
beam from the laser diode (LD), which is back-reflected from
the target and re-enters the laser cavity, getting self-mixed with
the original beam. As a consequence, a variation of the spectral
properties of the laser beam and its emitted optical intensity is
introduced.

The output optical power (OOP) of the LD may be monitored
using the photodiode (PD) typically integrated in the same laser
package, making the interferometer extremely compact and self-
aligned. When the target moves, the optical path length changes
causing sawtooth-like variations in the OOP. It can be shown
that every peak in the OOP corresponds to a λ/2 displacement
of the target, where λ is the wavelength of the laser, becoming
equivalent to a fringe in an interferogram [11]. The compactness,
simplicity, and cost effectiveness of the sensor, together with
its noncontact nature, make it a very suitable solution to track
runout in electrical motors, with measurement accuracies below
half the wavelength of the laser.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The measure-
ment method proposed, including the measurement principle,
procedure, and the estimation of the uncertainty due to the
surface imperfections in the motor shaft will be explained in
Section ІІ. In Section ІІІ, the results of the self-mixing sensor
for runout measurement will be validated by comparison with
the results of a commercial LDV.

Measurement results for 2-D runout in a PMSM are presented
in Section ІV, both for a healthy and a faulty motor, showing the
potential of the technique for motor testing purposes.

II. MEASUREMENT METHOD

A. Measurement Principle

The theoretical model of SMI is now well known and de-
scribed by the Lang and Kobayashi equations [12]. The modified
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phase of the emitted light in the presence of feedback is given
by

φF (t) = φ0(t) − C . sin [φF (t) + arctan(α)] (1)

where α is a parameter of the LD called the linewidth enhance-
ment factor, C is the feedback coupling factor representing the
external feedback strength, and φF (t) and φ0(t) are the signal
phases with and without feedback, respectively, given by

φF (t) = 2π
D(t)

λF (t)/2
= 4πνF (t)D(t)/c (2)

φ0(t) = 2π
D(t)

λ0(t)/2
= 4πν0(t)D(t)/c (3)

where λF (t) and λ0(t) are the LD wavelengths with and without
feedback, D(t) is the distance from the LD to the target, and c
is the speed of light. νF (t) and ν0(t) are the optical frequencies
of the LD with and without feedback, respectively. The phase
of the signal under feedback can be related to the OOP of the
LD under feedback, which is obtained as [13]

PF (t) = P0(1 + m. cos(φF (t)) (4)

where P0 is the OOP of the LD without feedback and m is the
modulation index (typically m = 10−3). The phase signal under
feedback can be extracted from the OOP using a simple fringe
counting algorithm [14], [15], yielding a displacement measure-
ment with a basic resolution of λ/2. Different approaches have
been proposed to improve the resolution of the technique, such
as the phase-unwrapping [15] or the slope-based methods [16],
which allow displacement measurements with accuracies below
λ/16. However, in the present application the basic resolution of
the SMI sensor is far below the uncertainty of the measurement
introduced by the experimental setup (see Section ІІ-C), so the
fringe counting method will be used in the measurements as a
phase reconstruction algorithm.

In practical applications under industrial conditions, like the
ones in which we intend to use the sensor, a number of para-
sitic phenomena are present, especially when large motors are
involved. These phenomena include mechanical coupling, elec-
tromagnetic disturbances, or surface imperfections of the target,
among others. These phenomena may introduce noise into the
OOP of the LD, as white-like noise or sparkle-like noise out of
electromagnetic or mechanical sources in the environment. In
addition, using a laser source may introduce speckle noise [8]
due to coherent superposition of the laser light randomly scat-
tered from the target surface. When the displacement range in
which the self-mixing signal (SMS) amplitude is modulated be-
comes large, it is likely to find dark speckle regions where the
amplitude of the SMS is faded to the noise level. In these re-
gions, some fringes may be hidden by noise and left undetected,
leading to inaccurate displacement reconstruction.

Some signal preprocessing solutions have been proposed to
efficiently remove the white-like and sparkle-like noise and im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such as low-pass averag-
ing filter [17], Kaiser-based FIR filter after a median filter [18],
adaptive digital filters [19], or neural network interpolation [20].

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration.

For our purposes, a simple low-pass averaging filter was enough
to remove the high-frequency component of noise present in the
signal (see Section ІІ-B for more details).

A number of solutions have also been proposed to overcome
the speckle noise problem [8], such as speckle tracking [21],
where a piezoelectric positioning system is used to move the
laser beam in perpendicular to the optical axis while looking
for an intense speckle spot to keep the signal amplitude at the
maximum possible level. Alternative approaches have used an
adaptive technique based on a liquid lens [22], [23], which has
been shown to actively modify the laser beam spot size and
feedback strength to keep the signal amplitude at the proper
level. The use of a double LD solution [23], which combines
the signals of two LDs with different beam spot sizes on the
target has also been proposed.

Since the shaft runout is moving at high speed and the mea-
surement should be taken in a single point adjusted perpendic-
ular to the expected symmetry axis of the shaft, the double LD
solution which uses two lasers pointing to different points on the
shaft cannot be used, because we need to monitor the vibration
at a single point of the shaft. Similarly, the described speckle
tracking technique introduces an in-plane displacement of the
optical axis which does not modify the aperture of the beam
and, in addition, introduces a random misalignment component
in the measured signal. For this reason, we used a version of the
adaptive solution described before by adjusting the focus posi-
tion of the focusing lens (FL) through the manual displacement
of the lens along its optical axis, prior to the measurement, in
order to experimentally minimize the amplitude of the speckle
noise.

B. Measurement Procedure

Since the shaft displacement is the measurement subject, the
laser diode has been arranged to point in perpendicular to the
shaft centerline using an FL, as depicted in Fig. 1. The OOP
monitored by the PD integrated in the laser package is saved in
the PC after an analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). The vibra-
tion of the shaft in the laser beam direction (see the X-axis in
Fig. 1) is measured by offline signal processing. All measure-
ments were performed using a Hitachi HL7851G self-mixing
LD (SMLD) emitting at 785 nm with a maximum output power
of 50 mW.
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Fig. 2. Speckle affected SMS generated by rotating shaft displacement. Four
rotations at 12.5 Hz are plotted.

Fig. 3. SMS generated by rotating shaft displacement after focus compensa-
tion. Four rotations at the frequency of 12.5 Hz.

The motor used for the tests was a PMSM with reference
no. ABB:8C1360, maximum power of 2.5 kW, and maximum
rotation frequency of 33.3 Hz. In the measurements rotation,
frequencies were set to 12.5 and 25 Hz, to test the motor under
typical operating conditions.

Due to the system configuration, speckle noise resulting in
broad-scale SMS amplitude modulation has been observed.
Fig. 2 shows the acquired SMS generated by the displacement
of a typical PMSM shaft after four complete turns.

It may be observed how the acquired SMS includes one pe-
riodic black-out zone at each rotation (marked with dashed cir-
cles) where the signal amplitude reaches the noise level, leading
to a poor SNR and inaccurate reconstruction.

As the average speckle size depends on the target distance
from the LD and the beam aperture at the entrance pupil of the
lens [8], [24], the speckle pattern can be modified by changing
the position of the beam focus along the optical axis (by manu-
ally adjusting the position of FL prior to the measurement), in
order to keep the SMS amplitude above the threshold of sig-
nal loss along the whole acquisition period, and also to get the
minimum possible modulation frequency. Obviously, during the
shaft rotation, the speckle pattern is almost repeated for each ro-
tation as seen in Fig. 2. By changing the focus position of FL, and
observing the signal at the oscilloscope screen, the best focus
position to get minimally modulated signal amplitude is found.
The future implementation of an automated FL adjustment or
the use of a voltage programmable liquid lens [22] will result in
autonomous performance of the sensor. Using this new proce-
dure leads to adequate SNR values in the whole signal removing
the amplitude fading effect introduced by speckle modulation,
enabling proper displacement reconstruction.

Fig. 3 shows the acquired SMS once spot size has been opti-
mized, with no black-out zones present. The whole scheme of
signal processing for the SMS obtained is presented in Fig. 4,
showing the four processing steps involved.

As a first step, a low-pass Butterworth-type filter is applied to
the SMS to clean it from unwanted high-frequency noise. The
cutoff frequency of the filter was fixed to 15% of the sampling
frequency.

In a second step, the modified signal phase φF (t) is estimated
as in [15]. As the modified phase is related to the OOP by (4),
after an automatic gain control algorithm which normalizes the
signal to ±1, the arcos function is applied to obtain the value
of φF (t) modulus π. Afterward, to properly unwrap the phase,
the derivative of φF (t) is calculated and thresholded to detect
the position of the fringes, and normalized to ±1. Finally, an
integrator algorithm adds or subtracts the phase jumps (≈ 2π) at
the detected fringe positions. Finally, the value of displacement
related to the phase φF (t) by (2) can be obtained by multiplying
λ/4π to φF (t).

An additional compensation algorithm has been introduced
to account for the misalignment error introduced if the LD
is not pointing perpendicularly to the shaft surface with half-
wavelength accuracy. This processing step is specially imple-
mented for the current application as a new additional algorithm.
In case this misalignment error is present, virtual displacements
of the shaft will appear in the reconstructed signal, caused by the
component of the velocity of the surface in the direction of the
beam (see Fig. 5). This error is hardly avoidable in practice, so
this component of the displacement is eliminated as the last step
of the signal processing procedure, by estimating the average
speed and removing the introduced virtual displacement.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results of the reconstructed
displacement after four rotations of the shaft at a frequency
of 12.5 Hz. The component in the direction of the laser beam
introduces a constant speed component on the measured periodic
displacement.

Fig. 7 shows the reconstructed displacement after removing
the unwanted component of the displacement leading to maxi-
mum peak-to-peak amplitudes of about 52.9 μm.

C. Uncertainty Estimation

There is an additional source of uncertainty in the measure-
ment of displacement due to the mechanical imperfections of the
rotor shaft surface such as roundness errors, scratches, material
irregularities, shape errors, or other causes of eccentricity of the
shaft, which are randomly added to the measurement. These im-
perfections bring on a level of uncertainty in the measurement,
which prevents from reaching the half-wavelength resolution of
the measurement technique.

To evaluate the level of uncertainty introduced by this effect,
a new approach including two SMLDs was collinearly aligned
at both sides of the shaft, as shown in Fig. 8. The displacement
of one of the SMLDs relative to the other in the absence of
mechanical imperfections is expected to be linear, with only a
constant phase delay in the absolute signals, in the absence of
errors. Variations from this linearity should be considered as an
effect of mechanical imperfections.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental results for this uncertainty
estimation. Using the setup of Fig. 8, the SMS was acquired for
four rotations of the shaft at 12.5 Hz.
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Fig. 4. Signal processing block diagram for estimation of the displacement, including misalignment correction.

Fig. 5. Displacements due to the misalignment of LD beam position on shaft
surface.

Fig. 6. Reconstructed displacement of the rotating shaft for four rotations at
the frequency of 12.5 Hz.

Fig. 7. Reconstructed displacement for four rotations at the frequency of
12.5 Hz after the removal of the unwanted displacement due to the misalignment.

The uncertainty obtained in the displacement reconstruction
was below ±6 μm, corresponding to ±11.3% of the total dis-
placement range measured.

Fig. 8. Two LD configuration to estimate the uncertainty of the measurements.

Fig. 9. Reconstructed displacement from the left view (obtained by SMLD1)
against the reconstructed displacement from the right view (obtained by
SMLD2) for four rotations with the frequency of 12.5 Hz.

Fig. 10. Experimental configuration for shaft runout measurement using two
laser vibrometers for comparison purpose.
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Fig. 11. Signal reconstructions of a typical PMSM shaft displacement at
horizontal direction using polytec vibrometer and an SMLD for two rotations
with the frequency of 25 Hz. The difference is the subtraction of two recon-
structed signals. (a) Displacement (by SMLD). (b) Displacement (by Polytec
Vibrometer). (c) Difference (between displacements).

Fig. 12. 2-D measurement configuration for motor shaft runout tracking.

III. MEASUREMENT VALIDATION

To validate the measurements obtained using the proposed
technique, a commercial Polytec OFV-303 laser vibrometer has
been used. Fig. 10 shows the experimental setup, with the Poly-
tec vibrometer pointing to one side of the shaft centerline and
the SMLD pointing to the opposite side, collinearly and at the
same height.

The goal is to measure the lateral displacement of the shaft
centerline by both vibrometers at the same position, comparing
them once the difference in displacement direction has been
compensated.

Fig. 11 shows the reconstructed signals of both vibrometers
for lateral displacement of the rotating shaft of a typical PMSM.

Fig. 13. Reconstructed shaft displacements in the X- and Y -axes for a healthy
and a faulty PMSM when running at 25 Hz. Two periods are acquired in the
measurement.

Fig. 14. 2-D trajectory of the shaft displacement in the X − Y plane for a
faulty and a healthy PMSM when running at 25 Hz.

In this measurement, the rotation frequency of the shaft was
25 Hz and the acquisition time was corresponding to two ro-
tations of the shaft. The maximum amplitude variation of the
difference signal is about 12 μm (±6 μm) as presented in Fig. 11.

The difference is in full agreement with the ±6 μm uncer-
tainty calculated for the setup in Section II-C due to mechanical
imperfections on the shaft surface. Thus, the self-mixing sensor
has been shown to deliver valid results with a much cheaper
sensor, which are only a bit more noisy than the reference ones.

IV. RESULTS

Once the validity and accuracy of the technique have been an-
alyzed in extent, we will present results for the 2-D trajectory of
the lateral axis displacement using two SMLD arranged orthog-
onally (see Fig. 12). To observe the capabilities of the technique
in NDT testing of PMSM motors, both a healthy PMSM and a
faulty one have been measured using the same setup.
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Fig. 13 depicts the 2-D displacement reconstruction of the
shaft displacement in both motors. In the experiment, the SMS
of two rotations acquired when the motors were running at 25 Hz
is shown. Fig. 14 shows the 2-D trajectory of the displacement in
polar coordinates. The shaft trajectory of the faulty PMSM may
be seen to have a significantly higher amplitude and eccentricity.

V. CONCLUSION

A new compact, noncontact, and low-cost proximity probe
based on SMI, and its associated procedure enabling runout
measurement in PMSMs have been presented.

The proposed sensor is self-aligned and robust by nature, so
the setup and procedure are very well suited to measurements in
industrial conditions. Simple transition detection in self-mixing
signal processing has been applied to get a basic resolution of λ/2
in the measurement. Details on the signal processing procedure
were given. A new step, additional to the common self-mixing
signal processing, has been implemented for misalignment cor-
rection. A new adaptive solution to speckle correction has been
also applied in the measurements and has been described in
detail.

A new configuration using two LDs in opposition was used
as a procedure to estimate the uncertainty of the measurements,
which was below ±6 μm, due principally to shaft surface and
shape imperfections.

In order to validate the measurement procedure, a commer-
cial Polytec OFV-303 vibrometer was used simultaneously with
an SMLD. Validation results show a maximum difference of
±6 μm, equivalent to the uncertainty of the measurements.
Results for NDT testing of PMSM motors have been shown,
showing the 2-D difference in motor shaft displacements in a
healthy and a faulty PMSM motor.
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